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Abstract: The concept of lean manufacturing was developed by Shigeo Shingo and Taiichi Ohno for maximizing the resource utilization by 

reducing wastes. Several papers have been  published on various methodologies for implementation of lean strategy .Literature survey on LM 

identify  several tools and techniques of LM like TQM,VSM,JIT,KAIZEN,KANBAN, 5S etc. It is recognized in the literature analysis that 

during the implementation of LM, the industries faced various bottlenecks which affects the performance of industry .Value adding process is 

necessary to enhance product value ; hence implementing a lean manufacturing system has become a core competency for any type of 

organizations to sustain. The majority of the study focused on single tool of lean manufacturing, only very few focused on more than one aspect 

of lean elements, but for the successful implementation of lean the organization had to focus on various tools which best suit to existing 

problems. In this paper an attempt has been made to develop a lean route map for the organization to implement the lean manufacturing system. 

Analyses of the exploratory survey results are summarized in this paper to illustrate the implementation sequence of lean elements in volatile 

business environment. The finding of this review is synthesized to develop a theory for implementation of lean elements.  
__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________ 

 

I. Introduction: 

Lean concepts were evolved from Japanese industry Toyota. 

In order to make a move in the direction of improvement 

early, Japanese leaders such as Shigeo Shingo and Taiichi 

Ohno devised a new disciplined, process-oriented system 

which is known today as “Toyota Production System” or 

“Lean Manufacturing”. Lean Manufacturing is considered to 

be a waste cutback technique as suggested by many authors, 

but in practice lean manufacturing maximize the value of the 

product from side to side minimization of throw away. Lean 

principles defines the value of the product/service as 

perceived by the customer and then making the flow in-line 

with the customer pull and striving for perfection through 

continuous improvement to eliminate waste by sorting out 

Value Added activity(VA) and Non- Value Added 

activity(NVA). The sources for the NVA activity wastes are 

Transportation, Inventory, Motion, Waiting, 

Overproduction, Over processing and Defects. The NVA 

activity waste is vital hurdle for VA activity. Elimination of 

these wastes is achieved through the successful 

implementation of lean elements. Various Survey 

demonstrate that most of the researcher focus on one or two 

elements for finding out the existence of wastes and suggest 

their views on implementing these elements. 

 

II. Overview of Lean Elements: 

The major elements considered by the earlier researchers for 

the implementation of the lean manufacturing system are 

Value stream Mapping (VSM )which defines value stream 

as “Each and every activity including Value-Added activity 

(VA) and Non-Value-Added activity (NVA) required to 

convert the raw material into finished product through the 

mapping of process and information flows essential to every 

product” .In most of the research VSM is successfully 

implemented to map the current operating state of SMC. In 

case of before LP is implemented, VSM mapping is used to 

identify sources of waste and to discover the proper lean 

tools for reducing the waste. A later map is then established 

to emphasize the improvement in the area where lean tools 

are applied.5S is equally implemented in both technical and 

non technical organization for improving performance and 

positive results are achieved. The objective of JIT 

production is to produce and transport just what is needed, 

just when it is needed, in just the amount needed, within the 

shortest possible lead time .The real JIT capability is 

achieved when the products delivered have actually been 

manufactured in response to customer demand not just 

delivered from stock. Kanban is an effective tool to support 

the running of the production system as a whole. In addition 

it is an outstanding way for promoting improvements 

because it reduces the number of job cards in circulation in 

highlighted problem areas. Single Minute Exchange of 

Dies (SMED) is systematic reduction of changeover time by 

converting possible internal setting time (Carry out during 

machine stoppage) to external time (performed while the 

equipment is running) and to simplify and streamline the 

remaining activity. 

 

III. Review of Lean Implementation: 

It is not necessary that the lean tools which have improved 

the performance of one company will also be equally 

effective for the other companies. Implementation of one or 

more tools or combination of tools depends on the problems 

faced by the industry. This literature review explains the 

way how the researchers have implemented the lean tools 

and achieved expected results. 

 

3.1 Value Stream Map: 

Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is one of the key lean tools 

used to identify the opportunities for various lean 

techniques.  Rahani AR, Muhammad al-Ashraf 

demonstrated the VSM techniques and discussed the 

application in an LP initiative on a product front disc 

assembly named D45T (Front disc, D45T).VSM was 

established through Data of Cycle time or processing time, 

Data of Changeover time, Initial data collection on overall 
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cycles times, waste time, in-process queue time, Data 

gathering for % rejects and work-in-process, Gemba and 

Establishing VSM. After establishing VSM a set of kaizen 

activities initiated and implemented in effort to optimize the 

productivity of the assembly line. The assembly process was 

monitored and during the monitoring phase, continuous 

evaluation on any discrepancies or imperfections on product 

were being addressed immediately. Necessary counter 

measures were made to ensure the effectiveness of the new 

Future state VSM and line productivity stability was 

achieved. The team focused on three lean manufacturing 

techniques of which productions leveling through 

minimizing process WIP, improvement of takt time and 

minimizing handling to eliminate or at least reduce 

changeover/handling time. After implementation of lean 

techniques total reduction of man time was at 15.99s or 

16.9% while the machine time was reduced to 299.832s or 

14.17% compared to original processing method. 

B.Vijaya Ramnath, C. Elanchezhian and R. Kesavan 
implemented of lean manufacturing in Engine valve 

machining cell in auto components manufacturing industry. 

Value stream mapping was a main tool used to identify the 

opportunities for various lean techniques. The focus of the 

lean manufacturing approach was on cost reduction by 

eliminating Non- Value added activities. After studying 

current state map, Kanban system was suggested for pre 

machining section and single piece flow concept for 

machining section. Then a future state was developed for the 

system with lean tools applied to it. Productivity was 

improved from 222 to 400 per operator and layout was 

changed from straight to U shaped suitable for single piece 

flow. 

K. Venkataraman, B.Vijaya Ramnath, V.Muthu Kumar, 

C.Elanchezhian applied VSM for reduction in cycle time in 

machining process. Authors have used the previous research 

work for preparation of future state value stream map from 

the current state value stream map. Tools and techniques of 

Lean Production System were used to establish the single 

piece flow in the line, by implementing kaizen. Analytic 

hierarchical process was taken as an aid for justifying the 

decision taken in the Kaizen improvement and ultimately the 

required objectives were obtained. Several kaizen were 

implemented for reducing cycle time, number of workers, 

inventory and scrap. After implementing lean manufacturing 

system, the manufacturing lead time reduced by forty 

percent, defects were reduced, higher process capability 

achieved, quick response to the customer demand in small 

lots were achieved. 

 

3.2 5S 

5 S means: Seiri (sorting, organization of the workplace, 

elimination of unnecessary materials), Seiton (set in order, 

place for everything), Seiso (shine, cleaning, removing of 

wastes, dust etc.), Seiketsu (standardize, constant place for 

things, constant rules of organization, storage and keeping 

cleanness),Shitsuke (sustain, automatic realization of above-

mentioned rules) J. Michalska and D. Szewieczek put 

stress on trainings of productive workers for implementing 

5S. The need of executing the routine inspections of usage 

the 5S rule is emphasized in research work. Check List and 

graph of the 5S served the estimation of the workplace. The 

inspection of realization of the 5S rule was executed once a 

month by chosen team implementing the 5S rule. On the 

basis of research it is concluded that introducing the 5S rules 

bring the great changes in the company i.e.  process 

improvement by costs’ reduction, increasing of effectiveness 

and efficiency in the processes, maintenance and 

improvement of the machines’ efficiency, safety increasing 

and reduction of the industry pollution, proceedings 

according to decisions. 

 HungLin, Chi has mentioned in his master’s degree that 

how Wan Cheng Company has wanted to be a lean for 

achieving targets. The problems detected by author were 

messy tool setting, bad working environment and inefficient 

process flow. Wan Cheng cannot meet customer's demand 

and worked inefficiently, because everyone in the company 

were not used to a clean working environment and all 

inventory interrupted the process flow; therefore author 

helped Wan Cheng manufacturing company to rearrange 

and reset the working environment and enhanced the process 

flow by using 5S tools. 

5S is the simplest as well as productive element of lean 

manufacturing. It is very easy to implement in any kind of 

organization e.g.in a business consultant industry (Milad 

company) by Shahryar Sorooshian,et al., in warehouse 

department of shipyard (Ulstein Verft AS) by Iva Gergova 

for his master’s thesis and in healthcare warehouse 

operations by Sanjith Venkateswaran for his master’s 

thesis ,etc. 

 

3.3 Kaizen 

Kaizen mean “Continuous Improvement (CI)” can be 

described as “Improvement initiatives that increase 

successes and reduce failures” .Continuous Improvement is 

the management driven element which effort the cultural 

change in the workplace. K. Venkataraman et al. 

implemented several kaizen for reducing cycle time, number 

of workers, inventory and scrap. Considering current state 

value stream map and the kaizen steps came forward from 

workers which may be waste elimination or the process 

improvements, the changes have been made. For example 

Implementation of Modified Process by elimination and 

combining operations, by optimizing the process parameters 

and by tooling improvement and introducing CNC lathe. 

After implementing lean manufacturing system, the 

manufacturing lead time reduced by forty percent, defects 

were reduced and quick response to the customer demand in 

small lots were achieved. 

Hazri M. Rusli et al. The Lean project uses the Supplier 

Kaizen framework- steps and methodology to implement the 

lean manufacturing at a Malaysian components 

manufacturer through kaikaku and kaizen approach. This 

resulted in substantial improvements in quality, timely 

delivery and cost saving which in total improves the bottom 

line. The Lean project uses the Supplier Kaizen framework- 

steps and methodology to implement the lean manufacturing 

at a Malaysian components manufacturer through kaikaku 

and kaizen approach. Authors have utilized the production 

system analysis tools e.g. Material & Information Flow 
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Chart, Material Flow Chart, Shipping Operation Table, 

Shipping Time Chart for performing process, time and 

productivity analysis. This work have reduced 50% lead 

time, 42% space and improved productivity by 37%. 

3.4 Kanban 

KANBAN is a Japanese word meaning signboard or 

billboard. (Kan = visual, Ban = card). It is a signal to replace 

what has been used. If the authorization is present, one can 

act. If it is not one can’t. KANBAN is therefore a way of 

controlling inventory. 

B.Vijaya Ramnath et al. suggested Kanban system to 

eliminate the wastes found from the current state map for 

pre machining section of Engine valve machining cell in 

South India. Withdrawal Kanban (WK) and Production 

Ordering Kanban (POK) cards were circulated within the 

factory (Pre-machining section). 

Authors have calculated number of Kanban cards required 

and their types. WIP have been reduced by implementing 

KANBAN system. 

IV. Conclusion: 

After reviewing written work on lean manufacturing it is 

concluded that lean implementation improves the 

performance and expected results can be achieved. The tool 

selection should be with complete understanding of problem 

rather than just following others. Most of the research 

scholars have selected one or two or combination of 

different tools for getting targets. 
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